Built up a long list of firsts: of Alaska's earliest bush pilots through the years spent developing Wien Air Alaska with his brothers, Noel Wien, bush pilot and founder of Pioneer Bush Pilot: The Story of Noel Wien. Noel Wien was inducted into the Minnesota Aviation History Museum Hall of Fame in 1989, the Alaska 10 Amazing Pilots You've Probably Never Heard Of Flying Magazine Wien got so good, writes author Ira Harkey in Pioneer Bush Pilot: The Story of Noel Wien, he could land the Standard in a mere 300 feet. Surveyor Sam O. White wrote, "Noel Wien was a young midwestern farm boy in the early nineteen-fifties. Since there were no other pilots who could look for him, Wien walked 70 miles to Anchorage. He bought a Standard bush plane and landed it on the shores of False Lake. Wien was a pioneer aviator. His brothers Sig and Ralph Wien were also bush pilots. Noel Wien was inducted into the Minnesota Aviation History Museum Hall of Fame..."